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Pre-conference Q&A 
Having received questions concerning the pre-conference release of 
the Clergy Covenant Team report, we offer these responses. We look 
forward to seeing you at Annual Conference and to committing to 
make plain the vision of colleagues ministering better together. 

When will the report be presented? 

To the clergy during Friday’s clergy session, and to the plenary at the 
Sunday morning session (about 11:30 a.m.). 

Will we be asked to vote on it? 

The team is presenting this report as a working document and not for 
purpose of vote. Votes, although sometimes necessary, induce 
division and dissension. The question is about how we will live 
together and that requires something more, or different, than a vote. 
We are praying to build covenant, not further divide the body. We 
hope the report is a framework for the conversations to continue as 
outlined in the report. 

How can your recommendations take effect if there is 
no vote? 

They will need to be seen as a way toward an enthusiasm for a 
common ministry. We claim our current divisions harm both our 
morale and our mission. Only returning to our tradition as outlined in 
clergy Orders and Fellowship will allow our going forward. This can 
begin with a few or many, but a vote is an artificial resolution of a 
living question that gives a false sense of agreement. Do we see 
covenantal relationship as a significant challenge worth engaging 
together or not? It needs our time, energy, resources, and hope. 
There is not a quick fix for getting better together. 
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What did you do for 11 months? 

We committed to spending one five-hour day together every month, 
plus a three-day retreat in February. The mere act of getting together 
was a practice of covenant, as we wrestled with the competing 
covenants of family and our local ministry settings. 

Why did four members leave the covenant team? 

We do not know. At various stages in the first five months, each 
chose to not attend further meetings and did not elaborate upon 
their reasons.   

If your desire is to build covenant, not further divide us, why did 
you make recommendation No. 6? 

One of our directives was to “seek protection of and equality for the 
vulnerable/minority by ending participation in discrimination 
(specifically against GLBT people).” The team wasn’t convened to 
talk specifically about sexuality. We wrestled a great deal about what 
it meant to categorically exclude one group of people from the full 
life of the church based on one criterion.  

Is there anything you wish you had added to the report? 

That e-mail list serves are inadequate and injurious to discussing 
matters of personal conviction. As a covenant team, we agreed to use 
electronic communication only to verify facts and share logistical 
information (dates, times, etc.). For us, being in covenant requires us 
to be physically present with one another. 

 

 

 

	   See the Clergy Covenant 
Team Web site at 
ClergyCovenant.org 


